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"You must know beloved one, you are no longer separate from the 
Divine Mind. Your human mind is now ready to co-create with an 
organic dance of joy. Your consciousness is ready to expand to the 
farthest reaches of the Universe. When you Focus, you will allow 
yourself to be present. From here your form will serve while it is 
needed and change as it is needed. This process is the Divine Blue 
Print of the Divine One as humanity itself freeforms into its next 
evolution." Mother Mary

The old forms of reality will eventually vanish from our minds 
because they are now 
the illusions left over from the other Earth. The illusions came 
from the beliefs that were planted in our minds as truths from our 
societies, religions and education. The illusions are in our brains 
and must be removed from our brains before the old forms of 
reality will vanish. When the Cosmic Template saturates Mother 
Earth's template and our template, a new consciousness begins to 
transform our being from the inside to the outside. The light 
energy will be sent through the Sun, but it is not the gamma rays 
or the solar flares that will be making the change. It will be the 
white light that comes directly from Source Consciousness that is 
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breathed from Source into the Cosmic Template. At that point of 
the breath there is a spark of light that creates a flame. The Ultra 
Violet Blue frequency is created at that ignition of the spark of 
Source. That Frequency is the frequency of Transmutation which 
allows the Oneness of all Dimensions including Cosmic, Christic, 
Galactic, Solar and Planetary to be seen as One new reality.

Once the old movie screen has been erased by the new frequency 
specific mid brain consciousness, we will need to begin to co-create 
our new realities upon that movie screen. We will begin to MAKE 
GOD's MOVIE. We will each have a brand new drawing board in 
our minds which we will be co-creating new realities as the Mind 
of God. The drawing board must first be ignited at the spark of 
Source. We must connect our Consciousness out into this Cosmic 
Template and ignite the spark of Source where the farthest sphere 
of Cosmic Consciousness intersects with Source Consciousness. We 
must inhale that frequency into our crystal heart, which is in 
reality where our soul presently is residing. Once we make contact 
with our Soul who already contains the Consciousness of all that 
we have ever been in each and every dimensional reality, we can 
begin using our Soul as our drawing board. Those images and 
ideas that we co-create with our Soul are immediately being 
processed in the Source "dark room" through photosynthesis. When 
the Light comes in to develop the film from the inside to the 
outside, a new movie is being created. The film can only be 
developed when we connect our consciousness into the highest 
frequency of Source Consciousness. This is why our manifestations 
will become instantaneous once the Cosmic Template has allowed 
Source Consciousness to saturate the Earth's Matrix, as well as the 
Solar and Galactic Matrix. The transformation will take place on 
each and every level. The transformation will take place on the 
interdimensional levels, the omni particle level, the nano particle 
level, the light consciousness level, the level of each and every 
frequency signature of every being on this Earth and all other 
planets of all of the galaxies.

The images and ideas of our new homes and new occupations must 
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be held within the Soul for a time before inhaled up into the mid 
brain area for the third eye to view. The images must be held in the 
movie screen of the mid brain while the consciousness is held out 
into the entire sphere of Source which surrounds the outer sphere 
of the Cosmic Realm. 

This is the formula that was given to us from Mother Mary. We 
were given the complete instruction pamphlet for co-creating "You 
must know beloved one, you are no longer separate from the 
Divine Mind. Your human mind is now ready to co-create with an 
organic dance of joy."

Our Co-Creation Team continued their teaching of how to bring 
the Music of the Spheres to Earth and how to create our new 
realities from these frequencies. We were taught how the crystal 
light, crystal dust and crystal gel exist as spheres of 
Consciousness that interact and co-create as the prana or 
substance of a new reality. These spheres of liquid crystal dust 
like frequencies were first held in our Soul and exhaled into our 
Minds Eye and then out into our palms. We could feel the spheres 
in our Crystal Heart, we could see the spheres in our frequency 
specific mind, and we could feel the crystal spheres taking on a 
form of their own - what ever we wanted it to be after they 
arrived in our palms. We could feel the connection of Oneness 
between the spark of Source that would surround us continuously 
during the process. We could feel the crystal spheres in our heart, 
and we could feel the crystal spheres in our sphere that appeared 
in front of us. 

Consciousness and Creation are always connected through a 
feeling which is a frequency. The miracle of this frequency can't 
possibly be described. However, we were given this gift from our 
Starry Family and the Ashtar Command. Mary, Raphael, St. 
Germain and Zadkiel - the leaders of our first  team of initiations. 
There were the Knights of the Templar who had guarded their 
greatest secret for eons, who stood before me and handed me the 
three spheres. There was the Elohim of Hearing who connected 
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my ear drums directly into the Source Field through the Galactic 
Field and Cosmic Field. And then there was the Breath of Source. 
It was our breath that carried the frequencies that we were given. 
It was the breath that held the magic key to unlocking the music 
of the spheres into our hands so that we could breathe them into 
the microphone.

The subject of the Music of the Spheres had been taught on Earth 
many times before in the Mystery Schools. However, there was 
always this mystery that couldn't quite be explained or 
understood as long as tools such as musical instruments and 
drums, or even tings has were used to convey the message. Yes, 
the teaching has existed for centuries about sitting up straight in 
the yoga position in order to align your back bone with the Rod 
and Staff of the Earth. And the teachings of Reiki Breathing that 
connected Consciousness into a Divine Frequency of Something. 
However, there had never before on Earth been given the 
teachings from the highest Light Councils, a sacred formula that 
would become the new science of our Future Reality.

This secret is still being blocked and guarded from both sides of 
the light until those on Earth have the ears to hear and the eyes 
to see. For the very few who want to hear the Sound of the Music 
of the Spheres now, it can be made possible to you. You see, even 
though we were given this gift and given the technology that 
would allow us to record the frequencies of breaths of 
Consciousness of the entire Music of the Spheres sacred geometry, 
the music technology of this world is not going to let it happen. 
We have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to break 
every rule in the music making game to allow these frequencies to 
be recorded. Even though we can enjoy the creation process of 
interacting directly and personally with Source and with our 
musical angels, the replication of such frequencies requires a 
recording level far above the standards of this world. And those 
standards are available, just not accessible. Even though it is 
possible that recording artists create their music at the 24/96 
frequency level, which does allow one to have a glimpse at the 
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feeling of the frequency of Source, when the frequencies are 
recorded through our Very Special Studio which was created by 
the Ashtar Command. However, it is obvious that the music tech 
people are completely governed by the Dark Forces at this time. 
There are a few more musicians every day realizing that there is 
something the matter with the system that does not allow their 
music to be heard at the same frequency that it is recorded at.

This reverse conversion level of light and sound is the most 
important defense that the Dark Forces have against us. As long 
as they can keep the higher frequencies from even being 
understood on Earth, they think, when we are saturated by the 
Source Frequencies, we probably won't even be able to see the 
difference. This is the conspiracy that we have dealt with for 
twenty years. We create these frequency recordings far above the 
24/96 range that is now being used in more and more recording 
studios. (In fact, we were doing that twenty years before Sony did 
it.) However, the same problem exists for us as it does for other 
musicians. We have no way of allowing our audience to hear what 
we hear. We have this glorious opportunity of creating 
Immortality CDs which actually contain the Source Codes that 
will translate your body into its Divine Template. We have been 
given the formulas, the guidance of the angels, the Ashtar 
Command actually records these frequencies at the Christic 
Recording Studio for us. Unfortunately, we are the only ones on 
Earth who ever get to hear this reality because the technology on 
Earth does not allow it to be reproduced. The technology that 
transfers the 24/96 range down to 16/33 or lower is a part of the 
conspiracy included in the societal and educational realm of the 
Old World.

So, it is obvious at this turning point in time that new technology 
must begin to come forward before we can create the 
understanding of frequencies that is so desperately needed on 
Earth at this time. There are just too many eager entities out 
there who are making themselves vehicles of the Dark Forces 
feeding incorrect information and reverse spin technology to the 
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world. The same formula is being used at the level of energy 
technology, food technology, water technology, etc.,etc.  The world 
formula is a formula of control and densification. The formula of 
the new world is non-densification. The formula requires the 
etheric substance of the crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel 
which is the transformation substance that ultra violet blue 
frequencies of transformation work through. It is the formula of 
the music of the spheres which is the new frequency that each 
individual translates into when his mind and his form is changing 
into the Christ who walks on Earth.

It breaks my heart that I know that after all of the energy and 
love my angelic teams put into creating these lovely works of art 
that carry my clients formulas of Divinity Consciousness, there is 
no way on this Earth that I can actually sell to you the same 
reality that has been created in our music studio. When the time 
comes that your ears could actually become conditioned as mine 
were through the Elohim of Hearing, and the technology was 
provided on this Earth that would allow you to go to your local 
Electronics store and purchase a DVD player or Wave File player 
that allows you to hear the same frequencies that carry all that 
Source will bring to Earth on December 21, 2012, I do not believe 
the world will have the ears to hear what is being given to them. 
We must change our reality through the co-creation principle. We 
must get on a higher frequency channel of life. We must begin to 
know what that actually means.

Many of you have already purchased our music. Some of you have 
already experienced the higher levels that the frequencies attach 
your consciousness to. Many of you have been trained in other 
methods that allow you to attach these frequencies to those other 
forms. Mary, Raphael, St. Germain and Zadkiel are always very 
grateful to see that there are a few of you out there trying your 
hardest to connect to their frequencies. However, they know, and 
I know, that you are only experiencing about one millionth of a 
percent of the reality that was originally recorded because the 
recording technology SMASHES the frequencies into density. 
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That's what music technology was always created to do. It is a 
form of electronic reverse spin technology that densities light and 
sound into a form that is third dimensional ready. The wave 
stations carrying radio and television broadcasts have a certain 
band width that they can carry. That band width is ultimately 
controlled by our governments. They cannot and will not ever be 
willing to carry the bandwidth required to hear the frequencies of 
the Music of the Spheres. That is why there is no technology that 
will allow these frequencies to be recorded on a CD that will carry 
the bandwidth required. One step before we place the music of the 
spheres on to the CD, the entire spectrum of light can be heard. 
From that point on, it is the technology that takes control. We 
have no way of knowing what technology our customers use to 
listen to the music they purchase. Some technology distorts and 
smashes more than others. Some technology has reverse spin 
technology within it that produces electronic connections to the 
Dark Ones. This is especially true of television stations. I have 
been hearing this reverse spin control frequencies in the trailers 
of movies that will be released in 2012. I already know that those 
who go to movie theaters must be deaf in the first place because I 
can't sit through a movie in a theater without putting beans in my 
ears to block seventy percent of the sound.

We waited twenty years for a company to create a website 
technology that would carry the bandwidth of our music. That 
company was Band Vista. That company should receive the 
Cosmic Award for music technology. All other companies that we 
tried over the past twenty years failed. There have only been two 
companies who have created technology that would allow replay 
of our frequencies to be any where near the quality they are 
recorded at. Those are Dennon and Bose. Sometimes you will run 
across Sony CD players that work correctly. As we learned when 
we lived in Japan for six years, they keep their quality products in 
country and export heir culls to us. They have learned that 
Americans can't actually tell the difference.

The ultimate reason the Dark Forces are going to use their 
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electromagnetic energy forces to control our minds through music 
technology is because it is only the Higher Frequencies that can 
transmute the lower frequencies. As long as these lower 
frequencies that Regular Music stations promote, and the ultra 
low reverse spin frequencies that many Metetronics New Age and 
Light Workers promote, your minds will not be allowed to co-
create with the Mind of God. Our minds must become completely 
in tune with or atoned with Source Frequencies. You can be 
trained how to do this correctly, or you can saturate your ears 
with the music that contains these frequencies of transformation 
in it. Even though the music industry is not going to allow high 
frequencies to become a normal product in the store, we have been 
given the secret formulas that allow the music of the spheres to be 
heard on Earth.

In order to Make God's Movie through the divine formula of the 
Music of the Spheres, we must become tuned in to each of the 
elementals, each light spectrum, each frequency signature, the 
entirety of the light and sound industry that makes movies and 
music in the higher dimensions. The crystal spheres of light, dust 
and gel are these elementals, and interdimensional particles of 
transformation. They are also the consciousness of transformation 
and creation. They are the frequency signatures that our mind 
will create the dance of joy from. As we hold the three spheres in 
our hands as we connect consciousness to the highest frequency 
where the breath of source sparks the cosmic consciousness into 
the creation of a brand new idea, we breathe into our palms and 
ignite that creation through light and sound. We cannot see it yet, 
but we can certainly feel it. Each one of these breaths that we 
place on your recordings for you are an immaculate creation from 
the breath of Source interacting with all of our angelic Cosmic 
Families of Consciousness -- including the selves that we once 
were. We are simply reconnecting you to the wholeness that 
contains you within the music of the spheres frequencies.

When I breathe, using the three crystal spheres which contain the 
complete music of the spheres transformation formula, into the 
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recording technology, the hertzian frequencies of the recording 
industry are automatically being transmutted into invisible light 
through the ultra violet blue frequency of transformation. The 
frequencies are being heard in hertzian but the full spectrum of 
light and sound has already been raised into the 
multidimensional realm of frequency of light and sound before it 
is recorded. The hertzian recording technology can only lower the 
sound into a spectrum that is receivable at this level. However, 
the multidimensionality appears into this dimesnion - that is 
what co-creation is.. Making the invisible realms of consciousness 
appear in the visible light spectrum and hertzian sound spectrum.

The problem that we are having on Earth at this time that is 
interfering with the perfect transmission of Consciousness 
through Light and Sound is the absence of pure Source 
Consciousness being activated into every omniparticle and 
nanoparticle in our brain cells, every other cell in our bodies and 
every breath in our atmosphere. Until that complete transmission 
of Source Consciousness through the spark of Source as the ultra 
violet blue flame of transformation saturates our consciousness, 
we are indivdually cut off from the complete transmission of 
frequencies from our music, from instant manifestation, from 
instant healing, etc. There is a time lapse in the manifestation 
principle of co-creation until the moment we are in no time, zero 
point, at one ment with the white light of Source Consciousness.

However, that reality can be activated before the Sun brings in 
the ultimate light transformation to Earth. We can bring in the 
light of Source through the spark of source igniting the ultra 
violet blue flame through the sacred programming in the crystal 
spheres of liquid light, dust and gel. The frequencies of these 
music of the spheres sacred geometry is available to us now. We 
always ignite the spark of Source and saturate our music with it 
through the breaths connected through the crystal spheres, the 
highest frequency of Source and the Mind of God which is the 
activity of the Soul and the mid brain.
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We will place the breaths of Source, the breaths of the crystal 
spheres and Cosmic Consciousness as well as the Angel Dust 
frequencies that are breathed from Sun Alcyone in our listening 
booth of our website. We place different samples of these 
ascension tools on the website frequently.

So, now we will be given a brand new drawing board in 2013. We 
can keep our old ideas on this drawing board, or we can begin to 
co-create through the dance of joy. The teachings of the Cosmic 
Mystery School of the Omniverse are to train you how to manifest 
your hearts desires through the Music of the Spheres. The 
frequencies that you create and exhale through your palms can be 
used to create anything you want them to. Your manifestation 
abilities will not begin until your mind is completely attuned to 
the Source Field where you ignite your ultra violet blue flame of 
transformation. It is this frequency itself that will allow you to 
visualize your creation. Your creation is already manifest in the 
Cosmic Realm. You just can't see it yet, because you haven't 
connected into your full Music of the Spheres of 
multidimensionality.

We are now stepping forward in the Now Moment of Infinity. We 
now walk into our 
Future Heroic Selves who Now live in the New Earth in our New 

Creation in our 
Multidimensionality - Our Oneness and our Allness with the Mind 
of
God where no separation from Source exists.

As we now return to our Future Selves or our 360 degree selves, we 
leave all sadness and grief behind. We will soon learn as we begin 
to create our new realities that nothing that seemed to exist before 
had any relevance to our present state of consciousness. It will all 
just seem like a tornado of dust and wind passing by that has 
already been cleaned up. We can now walk through the diamond 
door that leads us to our Future Selves as we embrace the 
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frequencies of all that really is in the Frequency of Source being 
ignited into Cosmic Consciousness where the ideas of Source may 
begin to manifest as our new reality.As we begin to co-create with 
these divine frequencies and create through the dance of joy when 
we see the elements of light and sound dancing together like 
rainbows and fairies and brand new sounds and colors appear. 
Our creations will become magical rather than tangible. We won't 
be moving to Condos on the Beach, but to mansions in every room. 
The rooms are the doors of our consciousness that have always 
existed, but the doors have been locked closed by our Karma. The 
frequencies of light brought by the Sun will melt those karma 
doors out of our consciousness.

The following is our expression of gratitude toward all of those 
billions of starry entities who have worked for millions of years 
through unending love towards those of us on this planet to make 
sure that we are set free into the reality of multidimensionality 
and into the reatunement with the Mind of God. The event that is 
happening was one that was fought for by millions who love us 
dearly. Those who are families and our creators from millions of 
other lifetimes are allowing us to break free from this third 
dimensional prison camp that we have been placed in. Those who 
have been waiting for so long for us to be able to see them and to 
meet them are our Eternal Family who love us eternally.

Thank you Starry Family for bringing us the Sacred tools for 
aligning our Crystal 
Bodies into our Cosmic Template and activating our Christ Codes 
with in our cells for 
our Natural Multidimensional Alignment that will allow us to 
travel from dimension to 
dimension and  to experience this Earth from a much higher 
perception and allowing us
to become co-creators through the Mind of God.

Thank you for bringing the ultra violet blue transformational 
frequencies aligning our
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Planetary, Solar, Galactic and Universal light codes into the cells 
of our brain to 
recalibrate our perceptions of awareness and understanding, 
manifestation and 
service..

We have all heard many stories about the process of ascension 
and many are wondering if it is true or not and many are still 
waiting for 2012 for it to begin. The Earth's and our ascension is 
basically the moving of our physical bodies and the Earth's 
physical body up to the next level of evolution - to a 5th 
dimensional existence on the New 5th dimensional Earth. This is 
why our bodies are seamlessly transforming into to the crystalline 
illuminated body of silicon. The higher one physically evolves up 
the dimensions, the more the body becomes silica based - and the 
more etheric the physical body becomes. 

It's interesting to note that we are one of the last galaxies in our 
universe to move into the 5th dimension (we have been seriously 
hammered down and controlled by the dark forces over the many 
thousands of years - the reason why we are the last ones to move 
up).  Please note that the entire Milky Way Galaxy is a Fallen 
System. The Earth is the Sentinel that will lead the rest of the 
galaxy into its return cycle. Besides the beautiful Entities of 
Lights unending love and patience, another reason so many 
wonderful entities are interested in us making this move 
successfully, for we, in a sense, are the Sentinel that will lead the 
march of all other planets back into the Dimensions of Light.

The ascension process that is happening now affects our entire 
universe -  not just us - it's a really big one. There will be 10 
billion suns working in our galaxy alone to bring this transition 
into Light. There are major energies and movement at play here 
that go out all the way to ends of our universe. We are one of the 
fallen galaxies left in our universe that have negativity (duality) 
in their lives - and now that is over for us, too. Thank Source and 
all of the wonderful Entitles of Light - literally. Thank you, thank 
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you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you.

A STEP BY STEP REVIEW OF THE PROCESS

It was said from the beginning that the Benevolent Ones had 
been working on this 
project of ascension for thousands of years, they have been 
protecting us from the 
photon belt which would had caused our fatal ascension during 
the year 2000. They saved us again in 2003, 2008 and 2011. The 
entire year of 2011 our Starry Families fought to remove a Fallen
Amenti Star Gate that was placed within Earth's Core in October 
2010. Our Starry Councils brought in enough Frequencies of 
Cosmic Energy to push forward the activations by one year that 
were blocked in 2011.The Councils of Light said from the 
beginning that the process would be completed no later than 
2012. That is the Promise that is being kept.

Through our process of ascension, we moved from the third 
dimensional energies 
long ago, even though most on Earth are still tuned into the third 
dimensional frequencies, many of us learned how to tune into 
fourth dimension energies a few years back, and we've been tuned 
into  the 
fifth dimensional energies now for a while, and we've been held in 
a hologram 
protecting us from the radiation of the photon belt. When we are 
finally physically 
placed into the aurora zone (the four areas the New Earth was 
created from - Inner 
Earth, the Cloud Cities, Aquafari and the Winterlands and many 
new areas for us to 
go), we will be totally available to the Cosmic Template and will 
have completed our 
ascension to the New Earth. However, this ascension wave goes 
all the way through 
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our universe. Once we move to the New Earth, the process of 
ascension can 
continue for those who want to go further. The ones who want to 
go further will move 
up into Urtha and then on up into the Golden Galaxy. The Golden 
Galaxy will also be 
completed by 2012. The meaning of what will happen in 2012 is 
much more 
inclusive than just the part of leaving behind the third 
dimensional Earth and 3D 
existence both consciously and physically.

We have already been guaranteed an absolute success in our 
evolution and 
ascension process by the Benevolent Ones. We would like to thank 
all of those 
Wonderful Beings of Light for their continued assistance. We will 
continue to 
activate and turn up our light energies as we assist in all future 
light work needed to 
complete this project.

As the veil of the worlds old belief system melt away, we will see 
more and more of the spiritual self melting away the physical self. 
The light frequencies will change our angular rotation of particle 
spin into a position that allows us to see the complete reality, 
rather than just one fragment of reality twisted into a controlled 
density. Those who are moved up to the New Earth from third 
dimensional earth who are not aware that an ascension is taking 
place, will continue to think that they are living on the 3D Earth. 
Those who are learning how the co-creation process works during 
2012 will need to lead those who have not yet begun to learn the 
process after 2012. 

All beings who are now on Earth will ascend if they choose to. 
This decision is not 
made by the distorted brain of this world who has no 
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understanding of universal ascension. The 
decision will be made by the Soul as it begins to reverse out of its 
stage of involution to its stage of evolution. This is the beginning 
of the cycle into ascension where the total reality of all our selves 
exist as One new reality. We become retuned to the realities of 
our 
Incarnate Selves, Over Souls, Avatar Selves, Rishi Selves and 

Cosmic  Selves.
The decision is made by the accumulated knowledge being 

absorbed into 
Soul and then redistributed into a new flame of creation on the 
5th dimensional 
Earth. 

The old forms of reality will eventually vanish from our minds 
because they are now 
the illusions left over from the other Earth. Those who realize 
that they have a brand 
new drawing board to create upon will rise directly into their new 
creations. That is 
why it is a good idea to start creating your new realities now. 
Whatever ideas are still in our minds when the blast of light 
comes into our consciousness will be the movie that is developed 
in the dark room at that moment. Each day we will have another 
chance to create God's Movie. However, those who don't take the 
time to make God' s movie will still be living in the same movie 
that they lived in the day before. We are now stepping forward in 
the Now Moment of Infinity. We can create all that ever was and 
all that ever will be in the instant manifestation through co-
creation.

We will now begin our creation of magnificent riches and fabulous 
wealth, healthy
attitudes and infinite Love. We will no begin to co-create with the 
Mind of God our 
hearts desires which will instantly manifest.
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We are no longer attached to Earth Grids that were placed in the 
grid system by 
others. We are no longer attached to the Grids of Control, Death 
or Gravity.

We are now immortal as we were originally designed to be. We 
will no longer need 
the man made devices using electromagnetic pulses because these 
were not 
creations of God. We will now live in True Light, in Continuous 
Springtime 
Temperature, Abundance, continuous manifestation of those 
things we desire that 
provide Free Will and do not invade the Free Will of others.

Our Higher Brothers will guide us in creating our Mansions, our 
Castles, our Cabins 
our playgrounds, our food. The future manifestation is all done 
through Mind and 
Light Technology, including all energy sources. 

The New Earth provides infinite varieties of 5th Dimensional 
manifestation which will 
be magnetically connected to the level of understanding of each 
individual 
consciousness.

There will be some who choose to continue living in a way that 
makes the New Earth 
look exactly like their Old Earth because that is their highest 
ideal. That is their Free 
Will. Those who choose to live in old paradigms will have a hard 
time using 
electrical energy because there won't be any in the 5th 
dimensional reality. Those 
who are choosing to line up with the old grid system may continue 
to experience 
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lack for a while simply because they are still manifesting lack. 
When they wake up 
and realize they can manifest something better, they will. 
Originally man could 
manifest as fast as he could think a thought. This will soon be 
true once again.

The higher frequencies of the 5th Dimension will eventually raise 
all into 
understanding the New Divinity. Those living in the Future 
Selves bringing the 
future into now as now - the next moment - will advance the 
fastest. Those living in 
their past and present triangles will move along at a slower pace. 

It will be our imagination and creativity and our hearts desires of 
the most magnificent
magical new creations that can contain realities from all 
dimensions of reality. We will
be free to travel to vast galaxies and universes and to return back 
to create mirrored realities
on our new Earth. That which is unknown on Earth at this time 
must be created by our minds
or the Earth will remain the same. We are the creators. What we 
see around us is only what
we have created in our minds. The old holograms that are around 
us and there will be nothing new 
created until we create it.

Thank you Divine Guardians of Light for preparing this New 
Earth for us and 
showing us how to get there.

We have already been told by the Galactic Federation that there 
will  no longer be  a grid 
system to supports our old ways of being. It still looks like we 
have electricity and it 
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still looks like we can die, but this is now an illusion left over from 
our old paradigm 
belief system. 

The Earth has been contained by a grid containing a standing 
wave pattern with the 
power of gravitation. Now, we will move with the New Earth into 
a standing wave 
pattern that contains no gravity, no electricity. We will leave 
gravity and float upward 
into the New Earth of no gravity and continuous light from the 
true source of light. At 
Aquafaria, where our Castle is located, we can fly underwater or 
above ground, we 
can walk on water, we can breath water or air. There is no 
gravity. The 5th 
dimensional reality system is very different than the one placed in 
the old paradigm 
of limitation.

Those outgrown patterns of plugging into a light socket and going 
to the store for a 
new pair of slippers are finished.

Of course everyone has the Divine Right of Free Will to continue 
those patterns if 
they want to. I assume the light will come on anyway if one 
desires it to. Eventually all 
will realize the light doesn't come from the plug in the wall. I 
guess we can even make
the electric sockets continue to work if our heart desires it.

Thank you for telling us that we together with you have recently 
completed the 
activations that would align us into the Cosmic Template of 

December 2012.
We assume this means we will be home soon in our New Earth 
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you have prepared for us.

We assume we will be moving to New Earth "Not long, now" 
because we know New 
Earth has already been formed within the sphere of the Aurora 
Belt and this Earth's 
5th dimensional self will appear (to many) in that Belt as a mirror 
image of it's third 
dimension self (only because that is the only understanding that 
is perceived at this 
time). Thank you for sharing the zones that contain the spheres of 
the Cloud Cities, 
Aquafarians and Winterlands, Telos and Shamballa. Thank you 
wonderful beings of 
perfect light for preparing a place for our New Earth and inviting 
us to share your 
wonderful place of the greatest love and illumination created on 
the Fifth dimension.

We thank you, Benevolent Ones for aligning our Angelic selfhood 
with those who 
have invited us into their homes in their wonderful field of light 
which is creating a 
rainbow bridge for us to walk across into our etheric world that 
allows us to live within the Earth's Heart or within the Sun of 
Inner Earth, or any other Sun, or whatever system that we 
originated from.

We will soon be  living in various levels of the 5th dimension 
where we will 
continue to help each other rise higher and higher. The fifth 
dimension is a place where we can bring all realities into one 
zone. We can create anything we desire. We will do it 
individually. We can help others learn to create as we create. 
Some may catch on to certain skills faster than others. We can all 
help one another through this learning process. I have been 
asking for help from my Starry Family in learning these skills. 
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They can only guide me. They can't do it for me.

We thank you Benevolent Ones for all of the wonderful work you 
have done in 
preparing our Ascension - not only planetary, but solar, universal 
and galactic 
ascension. We thank you for the opportunities you have given us 
to work with you on 
your projects of Divine Love and Infinite Wisdom. We welcome 
the opportunities to 
work with you as co-creators on your projects of Light. We look 
forward to 
remembering what our Divine Assignments are.

We know you have successfully turned our Earth and our 
Universe and our Solar 
System around back toward God Source and we will gravitate 
toward this light 
faster and faster as the days and years begin to disappear. We 
know we spent 
millions of years reaching this great density of ours and now we 
return all of our 
denseness of experience to our Source through our Soul and allow 
all of these 
frequencies to return to us in the new form of violet flames and 
golden liquid light to 
begin creating our New Earth from. We now work continuously to 
bring on Light's 
higher and higher frequencies until we ignite into the highest 
frequency of Christ 
Consciousness.

We are entering into a new time when we will become galactic 
citizens who will react and interact harmoniously with all other 
entities of the Milky Way System as she also begins her ascension 
out of this fallen plane. We will begin to interact harmoniously 
with many other star systems and universes and the Earth will 
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return to being the Hub for transportation between systems 
because she was always the Sentinel of this fallen system that 
would bring us all home.

We have been living in an invisible universe (often referred to as 
spiritual realms, or Heaven) as well as the visible universe, which 
is the only part most people believe exists.  In reality the invisible 
becomes visible as the two sets of light interconnect and become 
transmuted into one new spectrum of light through the magical 
ultra violet blue spectrum. We live in a universe of hertizian, 
infra red, visible light, ultra violet blue, x-ray, gamma and white 
light. We will be raised into the spectrum of reality that is 
contained by white light. However, it isn't the white light that 
will transform us. It is the spark of Source which is ultra violet 
blue which is the transformer. If we were only an idea of Source, 
we would be like a film in a camera that never got developed. We 
need the complete process that is used in developing film and in 
developing the wonderful flower that blooms from the bud or the 
butterfly that magically transforms from the cocoon. It is the film 
of transmutation found in the magical ultra violet blue that 
transforms the visible and invisible into a new tangible reality, 
The real truth 
has been hidden from us for a very long time by groups of gods 
who wanted to control us and enslave us. We had a veil placed on 
our pineal gland because that is the place where the frequency 
specific ultra violet and white light commingle to develop the field 
that makes God's Movie. Now, as our new movie reels are 
processed, we are finally being allowed to discover who we really 
are - great immortal beings of universal knowledge and wisdom, 
closely connected to our physical brothers and sisters in space and 
beyond.

This is the reason that many people can now feel that something 
is happening, but they can't see anything happening. We must 
believe in the feeling. And we must be given access to those 
frequencies of light and sound that can be felt through the music 
of the spheres. The third dimension is created from visible light 
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and hertizian density. We haven't even learned to access the infra 
red level that gives us the ability to see through objects and see in 
a 360 degree perspective. These are just elementary forms of light 
that we must learn to understand and to use. These light 
frequencies cannot be accessed with out the sound which is the 
breath. We must breathe the Source Frequencies into every cell in 
our bodies. We must saturate our consciousness with Source 
Frequencies before any of these other realities will develop into 
our God Movie.

Thank you, Light workers and Entities of Light, for the focus and 
for making the extra 
effort which resulted in that extra surge that now allows all of 
those on earth to move 
forward with us. We were all very concerned about our friends 
and families who 
maybe weren't ready for the progress into the Allness of our 
Music of the Spheres frequencies of light and sound that create 
the new realities of our Future Selves.

Light Entities, thank you for  aligning a new plan where all will 
be made ready once 
we move into the New Earth. We thank you for making this 
possible by having 
infinite levels of the fifth dimension prepared so each can move 
into it at their own 
individual speed. Even though we may be in a different fifth 
dimension than some of 
our friends, we will know that we are all together, but each of us 
will be creating our individual realities. Remember, if someone is 
missing from your life it is because you didn't make your hearts 
desire of your new reality with that person in it. If you forgot to 
include someone, you can always include them the next day. 
Everyone will find each other eventually. .

Thank you dear Benevolent Ones for your assistance in holding 
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our system in a 
hologram while you have allowed us the time to transmute the 
karma that is blocking the spheres of crystal light between all of 
the selves that we have ever been.. We thank the Galactic 
Federation of Light for working harmoniously with the Cosmic 
Councils of Light to allow our frequencies to expand into the 
knowingness of the Mind of God..

The Process 

Ascension is the integration of spirit and matter. It is the process 
where our physical, 
and all spiritual bodies combine to create a Fully conscious 
being. We take on a Light body. We are really spiritual beings 
having a human 
experience. We have other aspects of ourselves who exist on other 
worlds, in other 
dimensions or realities. In reality, our body is a temple for the 
Mind of God. We will begin to
think act and create directly through the Mind of God. Our 
Consciousness of all of our multidimensional
selves is in our Soul. Our Soul is who we really are. We have just 
been exchanging one temple for
another lifetime after lifetime. This time it is our choice to keep 
this body for as long as we want or
to exchange it through stepping into our Light Body and moving 
into our Aquafarian Body.

We will soon acquire our Christ Template in our bodies that will 
turn on the harp strings between
the double helix. We will each have at least 24 DNA and many 
will have 48 DNA. We will
consciously use 100 percent of our brain, instead of the 10 to 20 
percent currently 
utilized. Full consciousness will return to us, that is the 
awareness of why we are 
here, what we are to do in the future, and what our past lives 
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have been. We will 
have universal knowledge at our finger tips, or rather, our brain 
receptors, and have 
super-human abilities.

As ascended galactic humans (physical angels), we will be able to 
interact with all 
sentient life forms in our galaxy, universe, and beyond. We will 
regain extraterrestrial 
powers that we lost many lifetimes ago. Telepathy, teleportation, 
and interplanetary 
travel without space craft will be possible using our Light body for 
Orbing will all become a normal part of our existence.

Some people will be able to revisit or return to their previous star 
system that they 
came from. Some will help to repopulate Mars, Venus, and 
Maldek which will be re-
formed from the Asteroid Belt. The majority will participate in 
the Earth Project where 
we will create the New Earth, move on to Urtha - what Tara was 
originally and then 
on to the Golden Galaxy of the new Golden Age, and we will help 
create it. Earth will 
become a Hub for major intergalactic travel and  communication, 
where conferences 
of the  Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse may take place as 
the realms of the galaxies open us to the realms of the universes 
and then the realms of the Cosmos becomes available to all.

We will live in magnificent crystalline cities in the New Earth. 
Our new civilization will 
again be based on spiritual concepts of Elohim Angels, Aquarians, 
Arcturians and 
all of our creation races. Our bodies will continue to look much 
like they do now except they will 
be more Silica based rather than Carbon based. They will be 
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much less dense - not 
totally etheric - but a little bit more etheric than they are now. 
They will be immortal 
bodies. We can look 33 years old forever, if we choose. 

Thank you for your Divine Intervention

We thank all of our initiation teams for bringing this 
understanding to us piece by piece and watching the puzzle grow 
into one new grand understanding that is ready to move us 
forward into the place where our minds become one with the 
Divine Mind of Co-Creation with an organic dance of joy. Thank 
you Cosmic Families for your divine intervention. Thank you for 
allowing us to experience these frequencies of Cosmic 
Consciousness and Source's ignition of the Spark of Creation. The 
experience has been beyond words and thoughts. We know the 
time will soon arrive when others will be able to hear what we are 
hearing now.

Dr. Angela Barnett

Mary Magdalene

Mary Magdalene's Cosmic Bible

God's Musical Creation of Eternal Harmony by Mary Magdalene

https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse

GOOD NEWS ABOUT OUR FUTURE
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Dr. Angela Barnett

Mary Magdalene

Mary Magdalene's Cosmic Bible

God's Musical Creation of Eternal Harmony by Mary Magdalene

https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

I have a wonderful message to share with you about the removal 
of nuclear radioactivity. Our Starry Family - our Great White 
Light Brotherhood - our 13 Light Councils - have made it very 
clear to me that they will be sending a clean up crew. There will 
be Green Spheres of Fluffy Looking Cloud like forms flying 
through the atmosphere and removing all chemical radiation from 
the atmosphere the minute the nuclear radioactivity hits the air. 
That radiation will not enter the water or the atmosphere and 
will not travel into other countries. All will be taken care of. The 
same thing will take place in America.

As I have said in many posts in the past, we can ask for help at 
any time. There are millions of crews in the skies and in our 
oceans right now waiting to help with our evacuation, and with 
our safety. We will all be shifted into higher realities.

BRAIDING CONSCIOUSNESS INTO ISLANDS OF LIGHT

We don't leave this world to Ascend.  We merge our consciousness 
back into our real world where there is no separation from all of 
our other Selves--our past and future selves 
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where they have remained in the White Magic of the perfect 
creation of instant 
manifestation through the divine principle of creation. Creating in 
Oneness with the 
Cosmic Consciousness. We become the co-creators of the Divine 
Plan as we 
merge our consciousness, raise our consciousness into the 
Harmonic Convergence 
Vortex that blends and unites all Consciousness into one powerful 
funnel of a brand 
new mind, a brand new day, a brand new reality. We walk 
completely into our FUTURE SELVES in our Islands of Light.

Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse has prepared the 
complete training for the transition into the Islands of Light. Our 
Island of Light has been prepared for us through our Starry 
Brother, Zorach. Zorach has created a perfect Star System that he 
aligns through our Consciousness wherever we stand on this 
Earth. The Star System transmutes the Planetary system into an 
Island of Light wherever one of his conduits stands.

Our mission on Earth was to bring the Highest Frequencies to 
Earth through music. Our Cosmic Team has asked us to do 
everything possible to get these frequencies out to the ears of 
those who are needed to be on our team. We were told that you 
will know that you are being directed by the angels if you hear 
and sense these frequencies as their breath of consciousness 
speaking to you.

Dr. Angela Barnett
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Mary Magdalene

Mary Magdalene's Cosmic Bible

God's Musical Creation of Eternal Harmony by Mary Magdalene

https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-personal-healing-music

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-3

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-4

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/cdbaby-mp3-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/all-our-cd-baby-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-cds-on-amazon

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/healing-music

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE - MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2fRKjKADOo&index=1
&list=PLl8_82lpsRHGG2ougaV0KFwoh2mcAdGm3&t=0s

https://youtu.be/o2fRKjKADOo
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